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Abstract
We present a work-in-progress definition of an F* effect for writing, specifying, and verifying functional correctness for higher-order programs with input-output. We then extend this
effect to support potentially non-terminating programs. Crucially we do not stop at partial
correctness where the specification only concludes about terminating runs, but instead rely
on infinite traces to also reason about infinite runs. We aim to use this to verify meaningful
properties of infinite loops, such as the main loop of a web server. As F* does not natively
support coinduction, we encode specifications about infinite traces using an impredicative
encoding of an infinite loop at the level of specifications.

Statically verifying functional correctness of programs with input-output (IO) is difficult and
typically involves talking about traces, i.e. the stream of IO events that occur during a specific
run of the program. Ideally, one would like to be able to write the program, specify it, and verify
it in the same language. Furthermore, one would hope to be able to leverage a certain level of
automation to alleviate the proof burden. In this spectrum, the proof-oriented programming language F* [SHK+ 16] is a good candidate in that it makes verification of programs practical thanks
to a collection of features that range from SMT-based automation to user-defined effects with
specifications. We take advantage of this to define1 a new effect in F* that supports verification
of trace properties of IO programs. Beyond the definition of such an effect, we strive to make it
practical by tuning it to benefit as much as possible from F*’s automation capabilities. In the
short term, the goal is to verify a simple web server.
Web servers are an instance of programs with IO for which running indefinitely is the expected
behaviour. When verifying such programs we have to give a meaningful specification to an infinite
loop. In this setting, partial correctness specifications, which only conclude about terminating
runs, are not enough. Extending our effect to take into account infinite runs requires us to
considerably complicate the specifications so that they can conclude in both terminating and nonterminating cases. Thankfully, in practice, such as in the case of a web server, most parts of
the program are in fact terminating and typically only the main loop is non-terminating. We
take advantage of this and of F*’s sub-effecting mechanism and introduce two effects: one for
terminating IO computations; and one which also allows non-termination. Terminating programs
can then be verified in the simpler terminating setting where automation is more efficient, and
they can later be lifted to the more general effect to be used in the main loop.
Terminating code. Following Dijkstra Monads for All [MAA+ 19], we first define an F* effect
for terminating IO computations by defining a computational monad, a specification monad, and
a monad morphism between the two. For our computational monad we use a free monad variant:2
type free (sg : signature) (a : Type) : Type =
| Ret : a -> free sg a
| Call : ac:sg.act -> x:sg.arg ac -> k:(sg.res x -> free sg a) -> free sg a
The computational monad is parametrised by a signature sg which contains a type of actions
ac : sg.act that take arguments x : sg.arg ac and return results of type sg.res x which
may depend on the argument x. These actions correspond to the IO operations such as opening
files, reading from, writing to and closing them. For instance, a program reading a string from a
file descriptor fd and returning its length would be encoded as:
1 Available
2A

at https://github.com/andricicezar/fstar-io/tree/hope-submission.
constructor of our free monad is omitted here. We explain it in Partial Dijkstra Monads for All [WAH+ 22].
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Call Read fd (fun s -> Ret (length s))
We use the Call constructor to invoke the Read action which takes file descriptor fd as argument
and continues with resulting string s whose length we return using Ret.
Thankfully, in F* we can rely on the user-defined effect mechanism [RMF+ 21] and—instead
of writing the above—we can write the direct-style code below:
let file_length (fd : file_descr) : IO nat (requires is_open fd) (ensures p) =
length (read fd)
This example also showcases the proof-oriented aspect of F*. Indeed, not only are we specifying
that the program returns a natural number while using the IO effect, but we also state that it
should only be called on an open file descriptor. In this case, we present the effect specification
using Hoare-style pre- and post-conditions. The pre-condition is a predicate that must be verified
by the history of the program, i.e. the list of events that happened before it was run. is_open fd
will for instance check that an Open event occurred for fd and that it was not followed by a Close
event. The post-condition is a predicate on the same history, but also on the list of newly emitted
events and on the final value. For instance, we could take p to state that there exists a string s
whose length is the result r and such that the only emitted states that a read was performed on
file fd resulting in s:
let p = fun hist tr r -> exists s. tr == [ ERead fd s ] /\ r == length s
In practice, we found out that it is much easier to write predicates if the history of events is
kept backwards (from recent to old). This also proved to work well with the SMT and we were
able to use this effect to verify a simple terminating web server.
Non-terminating code. In order to support non-termination in our effect, we extend our free
monad with an extra constructor corresponding to unbounded iteration3 , from which we can define
the following operation in our free monad:
iter (f : b -> free sg (either b a)) (i : b) : free sg a
The idea is that iter f i first applies the loop body f to i and when this returns Inl j, the
loop continues with iter f j; when it returns Inr x the whole loop returns x : a.
To specify iter, we take inspiration from related work entitled Dijkstra Monads for Ever
(DM4Ever) [SZ21], which uses interaction trees [XZH+ 20], a coinductive data-type in Coq to
represent their potentially infinite programs and their runs. They define iter in Coq using the
following co-fixed-point:
iter f i = match f i with Inl j -> tau ; iter f j | Inr x -> Ret x
They need to add a silent step—called tau—in order to ensure the co-fixed-point is productive.
A program which loops silently is thus an infinite sequence of tau.
We reproduce essentially the same specifications as them, with two important differences: (i)
instead of just proving various program logic rules such as loop invariants, we provide a specification combinator w_iter to compute the specification w_iter w i of iter f i from a specification
w of its body f; (ii) we do not attempt to have an unfolding equation for iter and instead only
have it for w_iter.
F* does not support coinduction natively, but we can nevertheless easily represent streams of
events as sequences indexed by natural numbers: stream a = nat -> a. More interestingly, we
define w_iter f i using an impredicative encoding of a co-fixed-point which reflects the equation
above at the level of specifications:
w_iter w i = match w i with Inl j -> w_tau ; w_iter w j | Inr x -> w_ret x
3 This works as a purely syntactic counterpart for a dagger operator (−† ) in the spirit of monads with iterative
structure [GMR16, GSRP17].
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Ongoing and future work. Several challenges remain to make this work practical. We list
here what we are currently doing as well as what we plan to do regarding this work.
• As a case study, we are verifying a simple stateless web server that serves files over HTTP. We
managed to verify safety properties about the terminating computations relatively easily by
taking advantage of the SMT solver. We showed safety properties about the loop body in the
terminating effect, and we plan to make use of sub-effecting to lift it to the non-terminating
effect.
• We are working to make non-termination verification practical in F* by overcoming automation challenges. Mainly, our specifications have to distinguish between finite and infinite runs
of a program, which can lead to exponential blow-up in the generated verification conditions.
• So far, we have only tested our work verifying properties of finite prefixes of infinite traces.
It remains to see how we fare on more global properties of infinite runs such as liveness
properties.
• We would like to extend our monad to support more effects such as state and exceptions in
order to verify a realistic web server.
• This work is an important component of another direction we are working on. Verifying a
web server in F* is difficult, but then it is extracted to another language such as OCaml and
linked with OCaml code. Thus, all the security guarantees are lost. Our goal is to create a
mechanism through which a programmer is able to integrate a statically verified component
with an unverified piece of code, and still be able to prove safety properties about the whole
program — thus obtaining secure F*-ML interoperability [And20, And21].
Related work. We verify monadic computations represented by a free monad parameterized
by the signature of the actions using Hoare-style specifications.
In the same style, by using Hoare-style specification, the FreeSpec framework [LR20] for Coq,
Ynot library [MMW11] for Coq and Penninckx et al [PJP15, PTJ19] present different ways to
verify partial correctness specification for IO computations — while we verify full correctness
specification. The FreeSpec framework uses almost the same computational monad as us, but
allows choosing the internal state for verification, e.g. the trace in our case. The Ynot library
uses a similar setting to us for static verification in that they use properties that are defined over
traces of events. Penninckx et al present an approach to verifying IO programs using Petri nets
and separation logic, implemented in VeriFast [JSP+ 11].
Interaction trees [XZH+ 20, SZ21] were shown to be a great fit to verify non-terminating impure computations in Coq. Interaction trees are not obvious to implement without coinductive
types, yet our work enables verification of non-terminating IO computations without the need of
coinductive types. Interaction trees were used to verify an HTTP Key-Value Server that is part
of CertiKOS [ZHK+ 21]. The web server is written in C and the trace properties were verified
in Coq. Coq requires to apply tactics manually to prove verification goals. Our work targets to
simplify this kind of use-case by taking advantage of the SMT automation.
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